
1/1/1971 0:00:00 Ongoing
Coca-Cola
Freestyle

Coca-Cola develops the freestyle machine. This machine
replaces the tradtional syrup "bag in the boxes" with cartiages.
The interface on these machines are touch screen. The OS
allows customers to create customized flavor cola with over 100
options of diffrent flavors. (AV SP2015)

http://www.coca-
colafreestyle.
com/home/ Coca-Cola

1642 Ongoing Coca-Cola iLearn

Coca-Cola partners with Americhip to create an iLearn tablet.
This Coca-Cola exclusive tablet contains PDFs and training
videos. The tablet is not touch screen but is functionabile with
several buttons. The media link contains a web version of the
tablet. (AV SP2015)

http://www.
ilearncoca-
colafreestyle.com/ Coca-Cola

1820 Curta calculator

Curt Herzstark in 1938, The Curta calculator was the worlds first
portable calculator. Resembling a fishing rod reel, the non-
electronic device could add, subtract, multiply, and divide. Curta
calculators dominated the office world until the arrival of
electronic calculators in the 60s. (AV SP2015).

http://www.
darkroastedblend.
com/2008/09/stunningly-intricate-curta-mechanical.html calculator

1938 Ongoing Bluetooth

The name Bluetooth was coined and started the early stages of
developed by 5 companies. Bluetooh allows the pairing of two
seperate devices wirelessly. Bluetooth 1.0 would be released for
computers the following year, however, it was not until 2000
when Bluetooh started to enter the mobile market. (AV SP2015)

http://www.
bluetooth.
com/Pages/History-of-Bluetooth.aspx Bluetooth

1997 Ongoing LiveText

LiveText is an program that provides educators with an online
performance based assesment tool. Many universites use this
tool to allow students to upload data so staff and faulty can
monitor their progress. (AV SP2015).

https://www.
livetext.
com/aboutus/ LiveText About US LiveText Online Assements

1998 Ongoing LiveScribe

LiveScribe is a smartpen that can record notetaking with
specialiy designed paper and record audio at the sametime.
Your handwriting can be uploaded as well the audio. The pen
has a mircophone that can play the recorded audio on the
special dot paper after you take your notes.  (AV SP2015)

http://www.
livescribe.com/en-
us/ LiveScribe LiveScribe

2000 B.C. 1/1/1971 0:00:00
Pubic Access
Channel

George Stoney and Red Burns form a group know as the
Alternative Media Center. Purpose of the group was to create a
grassroots media collective that would enable members to
submit their own forms of media. Eventually the group was able
to lobby to congress to form what is know as the Public Access
channels today. (AV SP2015)

http://about.tisch.
nyu.
edu/object/itp_history.htmlNYU TISCH Public Access

2007 Ongoing Abacus Calculator

Egyptians and Sumerians starting using a tool constructed of
rods and beads to count. This improved addition and subtraction
for early accountants. (AV SP2015)

http://www.
thecalculatorsite.
com/articles/units/history-of-the-calculator.php#beginnings Calculator

2013 Pascal

Blaise Pascal created the first mechanical calculator. He did this
by making geared wheels that could add, subtract, divide,
multiply, by repetition. His machine would later provide the basis
for the Arithmometer. (AV SP2015)

http://www.
thecalculatorsite.
com/articles/units/history-of-the-calculator.php#beginnings Calculator

2014 Arithmometer

Taking inspiration from Pascal’s machine,  Charles Xavier
Thomas de Colmar, created the Arithmometer. The
Arithmometer tweaked the repetitive problems of the Pascal and
was able produce more functions. The Arithmometer was mass
produced and was the size of a desktop computer. (AV SP2015)

http://www.
britannica.
com/EBchecked/topic/726021/Arithmometer Calculator


